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Abstract— This paper outlines the construction of a CMOS
Case-Insensitive search algorithm implemented with MIPS
assembly code to index occurrences of a keyword in a user defined
phrase. The objective of this paper is to evaluate how technologies
other than conventional CMOS design could potentially lower
power consumption in this design. The fundamental designs that
will be evaluated are 1, 2, 3. To test the performance of these
designs, a MIPS assembly program was created that contains a
search algorithm which looks for a keyword within a user
provided phrase. The inputs to the program are a user keyword –
of maximum 10 ASCII characters – and a user phrase to search
for this keyword. The program outputs the absolute location of
these occurrences within the user phrase. The case insensitive
search algorithm was studied for dynamic instruction count and
most prevalent instruction type to estimate energy consumption in
all the proposed technologies. We found that for this search
algorithm, the most efficient technology to use was the MSA-PCSA
Spin-Hall Effect Magnetic RAM with an estimated energy
consumption of 25867.15 fj.
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Fig.1: Flowchart of the assembly program.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This section should have at least 2 paragraphs. One for
describing your coding method and one two explain the test
inputs, as well as your code outputs.
A. Project Design
This MIPS algorithm was implemented by first determining
the size of the keyword that would be analyzed. After the
number of characters in the string is determined, the program

Test Case 3

Fig.2: Sample outputs of assembly program.
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iterates each character and increments a counter variable
when both the bytes being compared match. If the characters
do not match, the sequential counter is reset to zero. When
multiple comparisons match in a row, the sequential counter
will continue to increase. Once the sequential counter
reaches the size of the keyword, the occurrences is printed,
and the sequential counter is reset to zero.
B. Test Cases
To validate the correctness of this program, three test input
cases were devised. The goal of each of these test inputs was
to test this program against 1) input where the keyword was
contained within a larger word 2) input where a keyword was
spliced by a ‘ ‘ character 3) input where the keyword
contained both upper and lower case characters.
To test these scenarios the following 3 input sentences were
chosen:
Key word: “Knight”
1) “All of the knights of the roundtable were knights.”
2) “Go UCF Kni ghts, charge on knights!”
3) “The color of the KnIgHtS are black and gold. Go
knights!”
The output of this program follows a specific format. First the
program asks the user to input the string to be analyzed. Then
the program asks the user to type a keyword (up to 10 characters)
that they are looking for in the phrase. The output of the program
is the number of occurrences the input was found in the phrase
as well as their corresponding indexes within the phrase.

II. MEMORY BIT-CELLS
Memory cells are a fundamental piece of computer hardware
that store either a binary 1 or 0. A massive number of these cells
are combined to store larger quantities of information necessary
for computation. New alternatives to conventional non-volatile
binary memory storage has become available in recent years.
These technologies include Spin-transfer torque magnetic
random-access memory (STT-MRAM), Spin-Hall Effect
Magnetic RAM (SHE-MRAM), Phase Change Memory (PCM),
and Resistive RAM (RRAM) [1-2]. One of the challenges of
these new memory technologies is reliability problems caused
by process variations [1, 5]. More accurate sense amplifiers are
needed to produce more confident memory systems [5].
In conventional CMOS memory with binary memory, either a
1 (high voltage) or 0 (low voltage) is stored in a capacitor. When
accessed by the word line transistor, the data from the capacitors
is transferred to the bit line. These values reside within the cells
through capacitors and must be charged in order to combat
parasitic capacitance that will drain the charge and could
potentially corrupt the data.
Flash memory is an EEPROM memory that can store data
without power, i.e. nonvolatile. The name is coined because
tunneling electrons can change the charge on the gates rapidly.
Flash memory can be either NOR or NAND logic. Commonly
used devices such as flash drives and cell phone memory. In
NOR flash each cell is directly connected to the bit line. The
memory is called NOR because when the cell word line is
brought to high voltage, the bit line is pulled low by a transistor.
While there are many memory devices in research and available
on the market, they all serve similar functions have
commonalities. It is important however to distinguish the
benefits of Flash memory compared to hard drives. Flash
memory has a much higher shock tolerance and is more durable
than hard drives however hard drives have a higher overwrite
capability.

Figure 3 Sample output of search algorithm

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we compare energy consumption between the 4 studied
designs. Determined by the MIPS instruction counter tool, our
test string had a dynamic instruction count of 15918 instructions.
Using conventional energy consumption values from typical
CMOS devices, we can calculate – using the below values – the
estimated energy consumption of our memory using the
different designs.

Table I: Energy consumption for a single bit-cell read
operation in the designs provided in [1-3].
Design
MSA-PCSA [1]
MSA-SPCSA [1]
Dynamic
Latched
Comparator[2]
STT-MRAM[3]

Energy Consumption
For Each Bit-cell’s Read Operation
0.35 fJ
1.15 fJ
37.6 fJ
0.51 fJ

perform each memory write operation using the different
circuits proposed in [1-3].
Table 1 Energy Consumption for read operations
Table 2 Total Energy Consumption
IV. CONCLUSION
Through this project, it is clear there are many methods used
to store data and new technologies have made vast
improvements in the power and efficiency of our computers.
Technologies such as flash memory and spintronics, while not
entirely reliable due to process variations, show great potential
with further research to make our computers more efficient.
This project also stressed the importance of coding algorithms.
Through techniques such as rolling loops it is possible to
significantly reduce execution time and minimize the total
energy consumption of a design. The best design analyzed
herein was the MSA-PCSA Spin-Hall Effect Magnetic RAM
consuming 25867.15 fj of energy.
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